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INVESTIGATIONS OF MEDIUM WAVELENGTH MAGNETIC ANOtlALIES 
IN M E  EASTERN PACIFIC USING MAGSAT DATA 
1). Most o f  our e f f o r t  dur ing the  f i r s t  quarter has been t o  develop 
a - s e t s f - ~ ~ u - t e r  !awgranrs- for.the a!!&lysis j$~GSAT. .dabc,&! . is - t -a f l  . -  - -- -._ - 
descrf p t i on  o f  these programs may be found i n  Appendix A t o  t h i s  repor t .  
The programs have been designed t o  be e f f f  c ten t  i n  t h e i r  use o f  CPU time. 
2). A pre l iminary analysis o f  data co l lec ted  i n  the eastern P a c i f i c  
durf ng the f i r s t  two operat ional days o f  MAGSAT w3s done. A t a l k  was given 
a t  the In te rnat iona l  Geologf cal Congress i n  Paris, and the abs t rac t  f o r  t h i s  
t a l k  (prepared before the data were avai lab le)  f s found i n  Appendix B. There 
i s  some long  term discrepancy between the scalar  f i e l d  measured d i r e c t l y  and 
tha t  obtained from the vector sum o f  the three vector f i e 1  ds. This i s  ill us- 
t ra ted  f n  Figure 1, which shows the i n d i v f  dual scalar  f ie lds  and the f i e l d  
df fference f o r  one o f  the sate11 i t e  passes over our area. 
Another f i nd ing  o f  some i n t e r e s t  i s  the presence i n  some o f  the p r o f i l e s  
o f  sowe f a i r l y  la rge  amp1 i tude anomalies. Some examples are shown f n Figures 
2 and 3. I f  these represent anomalies from crus ta l  sources, t h i s  w i l l  be 
a f i nd ing  o f  g r ~ a t  i n te res t ,  However, i t  i s  too ear ly  t o  say t h i s  a t  the 
moment. One possibCl i  t y  i s  t h a t  the anomalies are due t o  external sources. 
I f  t h i s  i s  the case, then fur ther  passes over the same area should n o t  show 
the same anomal ies. O r  the anomalies may be p a r t  o f  the core f i e l d .  I n  
order t o  check on t h i s  poss fb i l  i ty, the t rue  wavelength o f  the  anoma? i e s  must 
be determilled. Since the core f i e l d  probably becomes less  than the c rus ta l  
o r  mantle f f e l d  a t  a spherical harmonic o f  degree about 13, anomalies o f  
wavelength 1500 km o r  less (measured perpendicular t o  any 1 ineat ion  i f  the 
anomal i e s  are 1 ineated) probably represent c rus t  o r  mantl e sources. Again, 
the anomalies should bz coherent from pass t o  pass over the same area. 
3). A paper of relevance t o  the work which we propose to do using 
MAGSAT data has been submitted for pub1 ication i n  the Journal of Geophysical 
Research, and i s  included i n  this report as Appendix C. 
4). We- are now ready to commence r ?.,sternatic analysis of data from the 
area of Y e  eastern Pacific Ocean. The f i r s t  step i n  this analysis will be 
to attempt to explain the observed magnetic anomalies a t  satell  i t e  a1 ti tude 
using a number of dipoles located w i t h i n  the crust of the Grth. An a1 terna- 
tive which i s  to model the magnetization by uniformly magnetized tesseral 
caps located w i t h i n  the crust will also be tried and compared w i t h  the dipole 
results. The dipole data can be translated into magnetization data by speci- 
fying the total volume of material whose magnetization the dipde is supposed 
to represent. 
The dipole or magnetization data can also be used to generated magnetic 
anomalies a t  a uniform height above the Earth. This will enable us to do 
Fourier analysis on these data, i n  order to compare the results w i t h  Fourier 
analyses done on data collected a t  the ocean surface (see Appendix C) .  
5).  Total funds expended as of 30 September 1980 are $2390.25. 
Fi gure 1 . Comparison between three component vector and scal a r  
nragnetometers. The v e r t i c a l  scale i s  i n  nT. V i s  the 
t o t a l  f i e l d  calculated from the three component vector 
magnetometer. S i s  the t o t a l  f i e l d  recorded by the 
scalar magnetometer. The top curve i s  the d i f fe rence  
between the two ( S - V ) .  
0 
LATITUDE 
Figure 2. The t o t a l  f i e 1  d recorded by t he  s c a l a r  magnetometer on t h ree  nearby 
passes. The v e r t i c a l  o f f s e t  between the records i s  equ i va len t  t o  
the 1 ongi  t ud ina l  d i  f fe rence  between t he  passes. Cor re la t ions  a re  
much b e t t e r  between t h e  c l o s e l y  spaced l i n e s  than between these two . 
and t h e  topmost l i n e .  The middle and t o p  p r o f i l e s  a re  spaced about 
s i x  degrees o f  l ong i t ude  apart .  
.60 0 .  60 
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Figure 3. Total magnetic f i e 1  d recorded by two 1 ines spaced about 





1 . Program TAPERD 
2. PI ogram FILEUP 
3. Program INVERT 
4. Program MGPLT 
5. Program FLDPLT 
6. Program FLDFIT 
7. Program TRCPLT 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
1. Program TAPERD (TAPE READ) 
t r ans la tes  NASA supp l ied  EBCDIC tape and stores on d isk .  
2. Program FILEUP (FILL BREAK DOWN) 
s o r t s  data i n t o  s p e c i f i e d  s u b f i l e s  based on geographical boundaries 
suppl i e d  by user. Ca1 cu l  ates and s to res  spher i ca l  coordinates and 
d i r e c t i o n  o f  main f i e l d  f o r  each data p o i n t  r e s u l t i n g  i n  subs tan t i a l  
sav ing o f  computing i n  the i nve rs i on  rou t ine .  
3, Program INVERT (FIELD INVERSION) 
ca lcu la tes  the  m a t r i x  re1  a t i n g  f i e l  d  measurement t o  equ iva len t  source 
magnet izat i  on. Solves the m a t r i x  equat ion us ing the Crout varierat 
of  t he  Gauss-Jorden reduct ion.  P rov is ion  i s  made f o r  us ing  e i t h e r  
d ipo les o r  spher ica l  prisms as the equ iva len t  sources merely by 
sw i tch ing  a subroutine, INVERT ou tpuCmagnet i za t im ma t r i x  as a  separate 
f i l e .  
4. Program MAGPLT (YAGNETIZATION PLOT) 
uses NCHAR contour ing r o u t i n e  t o  p l o t  the output  o f  INVERT. 
5. Program FLDPLT 
Uses the output  o f  INVERT and expands the equ iva len t  source a r ray  
t o  a  g r i d  o f  f i e l d  values a t  s p e c i f i e d  a1 t i t u d e .  Contours, p l o t s ,  
and s to res  resu l  tan  t f i e l  d. 
6. Program FLDFIT 
determines how we l l  the  ca l cu l a ted  f i e l  d matches the observed f i e l d .  
Produces a se r ies  o f  s a t e l l i t e  t rack  p l o t s  comparing ca lcu la ted  t o  
t o  observed. 
7. Program TRCPLT 
ca lcu la tes,  p l o t s ,  and s tores a  magnetic p r o f i l e  a t  g iven a1 t i t u d e  
and o r i e n t a t i o n  us ing  the ou tpu t  from INVERT. 
APPENDIX 0 
Abstract o f  Paper presented a t  In te rnat iona l  Geological Congress, Paris, 
Ju ly  1980. 
Observations o f  long wavelength anomalies over ocean basins using MAGSAT 
data. Harrison ,Christopher and Carl e Mark, Un ivers i ty  o f  Miami, Miami, 
Florida, U.S.A. 
MAGSAT data provide a useful  means f o r  studying ';he spat ia l  arrangement o f  
long-wavelength magnetic anomalies over the ocean basins. Previous work using 
s a t e l l i t e s  has demonstrated t h a t  such anomalies e x i s t  b u t  has n o t  come up w i t h  
any d e f i n i t e  so lut ions as t o  t h e i r  source. We sha l l  compare s a t e l l i t e  data 
w i t h  ocean surface data by cont inuing upward the  ocean surface data assuming, 
f o r  the sake o f  convenience, t h a t  the ocean surface data are caused by 1 inea- 
ted patterns o f  magnetization. We sha l l  a1 so study the  spat i  a1 arrangement 
o f  long wave-length magnetic anomalies seen i n  the s a t e l l i t e  data over the 
Eastern Pac i f i c  Ocean. I n  t h i s  region, the ocean surface pat te rn  o f  msgnetic 
anomalies i s  moderately wel l  known, and so a d i r e c t  comparison between the 
two types o f  data may be made. Hopeful ly the spat ia l  pa t te rn  o f  the s a t e l l i t e  
anomalies may gfve us a clue as t o  t h e l r  or igin..  We sha l l  a lso  attempt t o  
produce an equivalent source l aye r  model f o r  these magnetic anomal ies.  That 
i s ,  we s h a l l  determine the magnetization va r ia t i on  w i t h i n  a l a y e r  o f  uniform 
thickness necessary t o  produce the observed anomalies. By comparing the values 
o f  magnetization w i t h i n  t h i s  l aye r  w i t h  magnetizations measured d i r e c t l y  on 
rocks thought t o  make up the oceanic c r u s t  and. upper mantle, we should be able 
t o  del ineate be t te r  the possible source region for the magnetic anomalies. 
APPENDIX C 
Submitted to  
fhe Journal o f  Geophysl cal Research 
Intermediate Wavelength Magnetic Anomalies over Ocean Basin 
by C. C. A. Harrison and H. M. Carle, RSMAS, University of Miami, Division of Marine 
Cwlogy and Cwphysics, 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, FL 33149 
. . 
Abstract 
We  have examined three very long magnetic field profiles taken over ocean 
basins for the presence of long wavelength magnetic anomalies. The three profiles 
were one from the Atlantic Ocean in the TransAtlantic Geotraverse area, one running 
along latitude 35's in the SE Pacific, and one running almg 1 5 0 ~ ~  in the Pacific. All 
three prof il es show the presence of long wavelength magnetic anomalies generated in 
the crust or upper mantle. The analysis of magnetic field power spectra shows that 
the core field becomes unimportant at about a wavelength of 1500 krn. Sea floor 
spreading anomalies should produce a maximum in power at about a wavelength of 
65 krn. Between these two wavelengths there should be a minimum in power which is 
not seen on observed records. Inverting the anomalous field to obtain some i&a of the 
magnetization necessary to explain these long wavelength magnetic anomalies shows 
that values of magnetization in excess of 1 ~.rn- '  are needed if the magnetized layer 
is as thick as the oceanic crust. Alternatively, rather large thicknesses of upper 
mantle material with lower intensities of nlagnetization need to be used. The reason 
why such magnetization variations exist is not known. I t  can be shown that upward 
continuation of the magnetic anomaly signature to an altitude of 350 km (abou; the 
perihelion altitude of MAGSAT) will produce anomalies up to 10 nT in amplitude. 
These should be capable of being seen by MAGSAT, and thus allow us to determine the 
spatial arrangement of the long wavelength anomalies, and hence, hopefully , a d u e  as 
to their origin. 
Introduction 
The presence of sea floor spreading .magnetic anomalies En ocean h i m  has 
created great interest in the origin of these anomalies. Since they are one of the 
fmdatim st- fx the revolution in Earth science, a great deal of effort has been 
made in understanding their origin within the oceanic crust, and the types of 
geological, geophysical, geochemical and tectonic events which will tend to destroy or 
mark them. Consequently, little effort has been made in understanding marine 
anorralies not associated with sea floor spreading and reversals of the Earth's field. 
Anomalies of longer wavelength exist in the ocean basins, and n@re some souce 
region within the oceanic crust or mantle. It is the purpose of this paper to &scribe 
these anomalies and to suggest constraints whcih may be used to determine their 
soufce. 
Cbscrvations of Intermediate Wavelength Anomalies 
Alickedge -- et al. (1963) published a magnetic profile of total magnetic field which 
was patched together from several different sources, but which went totally round the 
Earth. Although the path of the profile was not a great circle, its length was 
approximately the circumf erence of the Earth (40,OQO bn) b e ~ u s e  of the jaggedness 
of the path. On looking at the profile, it appears obvious to the naked eye that there 
are two components to the total magnetic field. One component is that generated in 
the core of the Earth which produces the very l a g  wavelength signal of amplitude I 
several tens of PT. The other is a signal which appears as a very short wavelength 
component on top of the long wavelength cornponcnt, and has an amplitude of less than 
one vT and a wavelength of up to 100 km. Allckedge g &. explained these two types 
d anomalous field as being due to core sources (wh ich  produce the very long 
wavelength large amplitude signal) and crustal sources (which produce the short 
wavelength low amplitude wiggles). He cond uded that the absence of intermediate 
_-__ _ - - - ~ - - - - - - - -  . . -- -. . 
- - -- 
I.---- . * 
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wavelength anomalies was duc to the fact that the mantle, 5eing in general above the' 
Cwie point of known ferromagnetic minerals, did not contribute so the magnetic 
anomaly pat tern. 
- - A-r-*~wnt Fwier  spectral -qaly&s done - .- t&,i&l~d~(!%7]-2f --..the same - round - -  .. 
the world magnetic fidd profile revealed a suprising thing. This was that instead of 
two regions of dominant power in the spectrurr~, the spectral energy started off high at 
the low wavenunber end of the spectrwn, and fell rapidly with increasing wavenumber 
up to a harmonic of about 25 (representing a wavelength of about 1600 km) and then 
fell off much less rapidly with increasing wavenunber. As is fairly common, Bullard 
plotted the logiarithm of power (oranate) against wavenumber (abscissa). T k  absence 
d a minimum in power appropriate to mantle wavelengths was noted by Bullard, who 
also stated that a similar result was obtained slag a line GO0 i m j  rmning from San 
Diego to Easter Idand. Although some of the rourd the world profile goes across 
continental areas, milch of it is oceanic, and stbsequent results, to k described, show 
that the pattern is the same for purely oceanic paths. 
Recently Nomua (1979) has also discovered that there are significant 
intermediate wavdength magnetic anomalies observed at sea level over oceanic basins 
in the western Pacific. He ooncluded that there must be significant sources for these 
magnetic fid& within t k  upper mantle. Cola and Haines (1979) studied long- 
wavelength magnetic anomalies over Canada, and concluded that anomalies with 
sources within the lithosphere become dominant at spherical harmonic components 
above & g r e  13, a conclusion which we also reach from studying marine magnetic 
anomalies. 
a Profiles over Oceanic Basins 
We have studied magnetic fields collected almg long straight profiles in the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceam. Th?: locations of these profiles are shown in Figure 1. 
* 
The TAG ;prof!lc is approximately 6000 km long and was collected during the TAG 
eqmdltrar, (Lattfrnwe $ J., 1974). It ru is  almost exactly perpendiarlcr to the 
magnetic lineations In the Atlantic having bten designed that way. The SE Pacific 
profile was @cribcd by Keller and Peter (1968) and is approximately 11,000 krn long. 
The rnaximun deviadon of this profile from the perpendicular to the lineated sea floor 
spreading anomalies is about 28'. The north-m,th profAlc ~ n i n g  a t  1 5 0 ' ~  b 
approximately 13,000 km l a g  and was kindly provided by Dr. & Loncarevic of the 
Bedford Irvrtitute of Oceanography. Plots of the total magnetic field collected almg 
these prof il a are shown in Figure 2. In each profile, a total of 4,096 points has been 
digitized at equal spetid intervals. In mch profile, it is possible to  see the large 
smooth signal a f  field produced by core soucc3, and the small amplitude short 
wavelength oomponent produced by crustal (0: w*sIt.ly mantle) sources. T k  Fourier 
s p x t r a  of all of these profile show wry similar : ~ t u e s ,  whit91 are now discussed. 
We have performed fast Fatrier analys3 on all of the prof i l a  shown in Figure 2. 
In wder to do this we first removed a least squares linear trend from the data, and 
then stbjected the rtsulting field to a standard fast Fourier transform. The squared 
amplitude (a power) far each harmonic is plotted in Figure 3 far each of the profiles. 
As is standard for such analyses, we have plotted the logaritflln of power agairrrt 
wavenumber in radinr  km-l. The presence of the l u g  amplituje l a g  wavelength 
core field can be seen in the large values of power exhibited by tk first few harmonics 
for each profile. At higher wavenumbers, the power falls off dower with increasing 
wavenumber, showing that the depth to the souces producing thc short wavelength 
component is less than those producing the l a g  wavelength mmponent (which we 
already know). 
Om of the problems of doing Fourier analysis on finite data sets is that the 
technique assumes that the data set is infinitely repeated, and so the final answer has 
to reproduce, for imtance, the discontinuities between ~k begiming and end of the 
record. Om rmult is that if there is a large signal at one pardcular wavelength in the 
original r d ,  the Fourier spectrum tends to smear out the signal over several of the 
s v r n d l n (  spectral estimates. ~ o w ' h c  records have large mounts of power at 
very 1- wbaengtb,. and 11 is  probpl+.tplt w - m v a  - h4t Ica-kked over into 
shorter wavelmgths. One way out of this difficulty is to apply some sort of filtering 
to tk data. Mmy such filters haw been suggested. One of the most powerful is the 
4v prdate spheroidal filter (Tbmsorr, 1977). This filter is used in the space domain, 
and one result of applying the filter is that there is no discontinuity at the ends of the 
d e a l .  The size of the filter is designed so that the total power In the signal remaim 
the same. The trade off fa any filter is that in order to make the leakage into 
fnqucncles far way from the central frequency very small, the width of the power 
peak assodated with the central frequency becanes broader. However, the total 
power within each sipificant ';ccpncy peak remaim a h t  the =me. All three 
signals have been subjected to the 4w prolate spheroidal filter and Fourix 
transformed. The resuiting power spectra are show4-1 in Figure 4. Comparison between 
these imd the power spectra in Figure 3 strows that there is a much more definite 
divisim between the two portions of the spectrum. This is shown even more dearly in 
Figure 5, in which the power of the first few brmonia  from all dree profiles has 
been plotted. The separatim between the steeply doping power estimates 
(representing the a r e  field) and the gradually sloping estimates (the mantle ard 
crustal field) occurs at about a wavenumber of about 0.003 radinr-km-l. T k  slightly 
larger value for the TAG profile is probably because the profile is only about as half as 
lcng as the other two. There are fewer spectral estimates per wit  wavenumber in this 
profile as in the other two. The broadening of the peak produced by t t r  4n prdate 
spheroidal filter takes @ace over an approximately equal rum ber of spectral 
estimates, so that in t k  wavenunkr domain, the peak appears to k broader for the 
shorter line. 
Coles and Haincs (1979) used a spherical harmonic representation up to  degree 13 
to separate core fields f ronr the rest. Spherical harmonics of degree I3  have a wave- 
length of about 3,000 krn, but this is for a potential, whereas the womalies discussed 
above are obtained by measuring the intensity of the total field. In this case, the 
wavelength produced by degree 13 spherical harmonics is me-half that of the 
potentid This can easily be seen by discussing a dipole field, for which the potential 
is  given by: 
where is the dipole moment, and 1 is the position vector with the dipole as the 
origin. If - m is an axial dipole and we calculate V along a l i w  of longitude, then we get 
a wavelength of the circumference of the circle. However, the total field is  given by: 
where 8 i s  the colatitude. 
2 112 T h s ,  T =  [s in20+4 cos 01  5 
r 
This equation shows that there are two wavelength of signal cn going 360' 
around a meridian of longitude. For higher harmorucs, i t  is also easy to  see that they 
produce wavelengths of total field equal to C/2n where n is the degree of harmonic and 
4 
C is the circumference of the Earth. Consider the harmonic of degree and order n (a 
sectoral harmonic). The variation of potential around the equator is  a flnction of sin 
(no), where @ is the longitude. The total field is equivalent to the square root of the 
sum of a constant term plus the squart: of the east- west horizontal field, which has the 
form of cos (2nO). The resulting total field has 2n wavelengths around the equator. 
Thus, the wavelength of degree 13 spherical harmonics i s  about 1,500 km, which is  very 
similar to the break in the curves shown in Figure X 
A t  the high wavenumber end of the profile the power spectrum flattens out. This 
is noise. The dope of the powtr spectrun as a function of wavenumber can be used to  
determine the depth t o  the magnetic source (Spector and Grant, 1970; Harrison, 1976). 
T h e - d e p g - o t ~ .  natural J o g g r i t h  v e r s ~ ~ w a v g ~ - $ ~ q u a l  to _9z_whep - 2 i s  >hq- - 
depth t o  the source region. Table I gives relevant i;lformation about the slope of the 
three spectra. It  can be seen that the depths to the souces are about 4 km in the 
Atlantic and about 5 km in the Pacific. The interpretation of these results is complex, 
because we know that the depths to  the oceanic crust, and so presumably to the souce  
of the anomalies, varies mnsiderably over each profile. In addition, the approximation 
is only valid for large wavenurnbers. However, it can be seen from the power spectra 
(Figures 4 and 11) that the slope does not w r y  very much between wavenumbers where 
the core field becomes unimportant and wavenumbers where we start to  get noise in 
the spectrum (about 1.2radians.h-' for the Atlantic profile and about 
0.8 radiau.km-I for the E W Pacific profile). 
Power Spectral Models for Marine Magnetic Anomalies 
a) Crustal component. I t  i s  possible t o  determine the sort of power spectrum 
which might be expected from sea floor spreading anomalies. Suppose that the 
magnetization is confined to a horizontal layer whose upper suface  is at a depth z, 
and whose thickness is h. Suppose also that thz magnetization is unif o m  vertically 
through this layer and also in one horizontal direction (in other words, the L 
magnetization is lineated). Suppose also that the magnetization is confined to be in 
one direction (or i t s  reverse). This is a reasonable model for magnetization produced 
over a few millions of years, where the dipole field does not change witn respect to the 
portion of oceanic crust, and where reversals are the major changes in the direction of 
the field. The magnetization can thus be expressed as a function which varies along an 
axis perpendicular to  the lineation of magnetization. It can be Fourier analyzed to give 
amplitudes and phases of harmonics. Schouten (1971) and Schouten and McCamy (1972) 
showed tha t  a harmonic magnetization produced a harmonic fidd under these 
conditions, and also s h o w 4  that  the amplitude of the field was related to  the 
ampiitude of the magnetization by the  following eqressian: 
-rk*4z + hk) F(k) = MO<).C3u (e (4) 
FO<) is the amplitude of the field at wavenumber k, Mk). is the amplitude of the 
magnetization, and C is a factor  which depends on the  directions of magnetization and 
regional field. 
The factor C is given by: 
where I and D a r e  the  inclination and declination of regional field, Ir and Dr are the  
inclination and declination of magnetization, and a is the  declination of t h e  lineation. 
We shall normally disregard any variation of C (which in f a c t  lies between 0 and 1). 
r-  , 
Thus field amplitudes calculated from magnetization amplitudes will . . be overestimated, 
whereas magnetization amplitudes calculated' from field amplitudes will be 
underestimated. The l a s t  term in the  equation is known at t h e  Earth filter (Schouten 
and McCamy, 1972). I t  k t s  a maximum value as a function of wavenumber (or 
wavelength) which depends on z and h. Figure 6 shows the wavelength at which the 
Earth f i l ter  has a maxim un mlue, and i t  can be seen that for any reasonable mlue of 
depth t o  the  oceanic crust ( 3 . 0 ~  z < 6.0 km) and the thickness of the magnetized layer, 
assuming that the  magnetization is in the  ocean crust (h < 6.0 km) the  maximum value 
of the  Earth f i l ter  lies between wavelengths of about 20 and 50 km, which is equivalent 
t o  wavenumberr between about 0.1 and 0.3 radianslrn-l. T k r e f c r e ,  if the 
magnetization spectrum is white (equal a t  all wavenurnbers) then the field spectrum 
should have a peak between 0. l ant: 0.3 radians .km-l. 
As a cornperism, the position of the maximun in power has k e n  calculated using 
the method outlined by Spector and Grant (1970) in which an ensemble of individual 
sovces i s  ansidered. Using a depth t o  the upper s v f  aces of the bodies of 4 + 1.5 krn, 
- 
0.14 radians/krn, which is  wwy close to  that calculated using equation (4). 
To derive the spectrum of the magnetization, we assune that the field reversals 
are caused by a Poissm process (Cox, 1 968). I t  is then possible to  calculate the power 
spectrum of the resulting magnetization (Rice, 1954; Harrison, 1976). 
Examples of power sp.ctra for various combi~ations of spreading rate and 
reversal rate are shown in Figure 7. In general it can be seen that the spectrun of 
magnetization is kt white but that there is more power in the low wavenumber end of 
the spectrm. The spectrum is whiter if the spreading is slow and if the rate of 
reversals is high. Both of these conditions produce reversal boundaries which are 
separated by smaller distances, on average. A more general case of this phenomenon 
has been given by Spector and Grant (1970, Fig. 3). 
It has been suggested that reversals do not obey a Poisson process but a renewal 
process (Naidu, 1971; Cox, 1975). In this sort of process, the probability of a reversal 
occurring varies with time since the last reversal. Immediately after a reversal, the 
probability is zero, and the probability rises with time to a finite value. The 
probability density f mction for one such process is given by: 
where A is  a reversal rate and K is a number equal to or greater than 1. The mean 
value is r = K I A .  If K = 1 tk probability density function is exponential and the 
process i s  Poisson (Cox, 1975). 
Naidu (1971) has calculated the power spectrum for such distributions of 
magnetization. This is  given by: 
and fwK = 2, 
--- 
.. 
in terms of mgular velocity w. 
F o r K = l  - -  
Nai& (1971) f o m d  a ~ l u e  for  K of 2 for the reversals occurring between 0 and 
48 my. If we wish to compare the power spectra f rorn distributions with different 
values of K, then it appears reasonable to make the average interval length equal (or 
the number of reversals within a certain time, t h e  same). Thus if K = 1 and X = 3 (per 
million years), we should a m p a r e  this with K = 2 and X = 6. This has been done in 
Figwe 8, where it can be seen tha t  the  renewal process produces a spectrum which 
falls off less rapidly than does the  Poisson process. 
One reason why the rev2rsal pattern may appear t o  be like a renewal process is 
because very short intervals of constant polarity may be missed in the  record (Cox, 
1%8; Harrison, 1969). In this case the renewal spectrum should be a m p a r e d  with a 
Poisson spectrun with a slightly more frequent reversal pattern. The Poissm power 
spectrum for four reversals per million years i s  also shown in Figure 8, and it can be 
seen that  there  is very l i t t le  difference between the two spectra. I t  i:ould be difficult 
t o  determine from the spectrum of magnetization if the reversal process were Poisson 
or renewal, as a renewal spectrum would look very like a Poisson spectrum with a 
slightly greater reversal frequency. 
The e f fec t  of the magnetization not having a white spectrum i s  t o  move the  peak 
d maximun power in the field signal to lower wavenum krs. However, th is  effect  i s  
not very great. It em be seen from Figure 7 tha t  tk m a x h m  ef fec t  is to be found 
for a m i n i m m  reversal ra te  and a maximun spreading rate. Suppose we take a 
sprea%+g -of- 1@~m(mmf' - vd p cgyF@-- , r ~ ~ ~ - r . n ~ - ! ~ m ~ - o ~ a ~ a t _ e  -the- -_ - 
wavenunber at maxhnurn power of the field signal. R erults indicate that  this occurs 
at wavenumbers between a053 and 0.085 r a d i a u h - I  depending on the crustal model 
used bac Table 1). For a more reasonable spreading r a t e  of 40 km myo1 and a reversal 
rate of 3.myo1 the rnaximun power is found b e t w m  wavenumbers of a 0 8 6  and 0.157 
r a d i m  Jan-'. 
Thus the  crustal component i n  the  field signal should give a maximum of power in  
the region of 0.1 r a d i w k n - I  for my reasonable model of reversals a d  crustal 
magnetization. 
b) C a e  field. Many different models of the core  field have been produced. 
Two af the  most recent, and therefore, the  most accurate are those by Peddie and 
Fabiano (1976) and Barraclough g &. (1975) for the field at 1975.0. By using the 
method given by Lower (1966) it is possible to calculate f tom t h e  spherical harmonic 
ooefficients of the magnetic potential the value of the mean square value of the field 
f a  each degree and order d harmonic. Summing these value up f cr each degree of 
harmonic and taking the square root gives the result shown in Figure 9. I t  can be seen 
that  in the representation of the potential given by Barraclough et al, (1975) the 
contribution t o  the scalar field a t  the  Earth's surface fal ls  fairly uniformly with the 
degree of harmonic, if the RMS field is plotted on a logarithmic scale. I t  i s  commonly 
believed tha t  if further harmonics of the core field could be calculated, they would 
continue t o  fa l l  roughly on the  straight line shown in Figure 9. 
Any tendency for  the values t o  fa l l  significantly above such a line would mean 
that  a f t e r  extrapolation t o  the core mantle boundary, these degrees of harmonic would 
contribute more t o  the field than the lower harmonics (Lowes, 1974). In f a c t  the  line 
shown In Figure 9 i s  less steep than a simllar line calculated by Lowes (19741, w h i d  
mean, that power of the field at the coromantle boundary is more evenly distributed 
over the first few degrees of harmonic than suggested by Lowes (1974). Cain (1975) 
er0dU-d- e -of-  we^ -vm= - degree c b , ~ m - o & & - ~ ~ , G O  . - .- da@, -& @ @o_t,_fhe-- - - - 
harmonics between 9 and 12 lay above the straight line through harmonics between 2 
and 8, and he suggested tClat possibly at degree 9 there appear non-core souces, and 
that certainly at degree 13, non-core sources start t o  dominate the s u f a c e  field. 
c )  Combination of core and crustal sources. The core sources seen in any one 
profile are not necessarily going to be similar t o  the summation of core souces which 
went into mnstructing Figure 9. However, i t  is imtructive to -see what an average 
L 
core sovce would do to a single total f idd  profile. Lowes (1974) has shown how i t  is 
possible to transform spherical harmonic information into total field information 
gathered along a profile. T k  method is only strictly valid for harmonics much higher 
than the dipole field harmonic. But the result of Qing the transformation for 
spherical harmonics of degree four and higher from Barraclwgh gt.'s (1975) model i s  
shown in Figure 10. T k  points on this line should in f a d  be shifted downward 
compared t o  the points from the three profiles. This i s  because the three profiles have 
fewer estimates of power per unit wavenumber than does the spherical harmonic 
analysis. We should not expect too good an agreement between the spherical harmonic 
analysis and the individual pi ofiles, because the power of these latter can only be 
a 
approximately estimated using the 4 nprolate spheroidal filter. However, there is no 
doubt that the core field becomes insignificant at about a wavenumber of 0.003 
radians.krn-' fa the two longer profiles, and at about 0.004 radians-km-' for the 
shorter TAG profile. 
As we have seen, the crustal sources should give a peak in the spectrum in the 
region of 0.1 radians.krn-l. In order to  model the spectrum from crustal sources, we 
have made the power equal to e4 at a wavenumber of a1 radians-km-l, w h i h  is 
approximately what i t  i s  for the EW Pacific spectrum shown in Figure 4. Two models 
f o r  the  crust are shown, and i t  can be seen from Figure 10 that  there is a definite 
reduction in power at low wavenumbers befare the a r e  field power begins to take 
e f fec t  at rbgut  0,005 radirW.km-l. This low in the power spectrum is not present on 
any of the three spectra shown in Figure 4. The implications of this are  discussed in 
the  next section. 
An alternative way of presenting a amparison is to plot the theoretical 
spec t run  on top d one of the observed spectra f tom Figure 4. This comparison is 
shown in  Figure 11. The full  smooth line is for a model in  which the reversal r a t e  i s  
-I 3.my , the spreading rate is 30 km.my-', the depth of the  t o p  is 5 km a d  the depth 
t o  the  bottom is I1 km. The dashed line i s  f a  a reversal rate of 4.myo1, a spreading 
r a t e  of 25 kmmy-l, a depth t o  the top of 5 km and a depth t o  the bottom of 5.5 krn. 
The f i rs t  represents a model in which the  whole of the  oceanic crust is involved, 
whereas the  second represents a model in which only the top 500 m of oceanic a u s t  i s  
producing magnetic anomalies. All three profiles were made to  agree at a 
wavenumber of 0.15 radians.km-l. It can be immediately seen that  the  calculated 
spectrum from the  thin layers does not f i t  tile observed spectrun as well as tha t  from 
the  thick layer. If agreement between the spectrum from the thin layer and the 
observed spectrum is made a t  a higher wavenurnber, t h e  f i t  a t  the low wavenurnber end 
becomes even poorer. 
Inversion of Field t o  Obtain Magnetization 
We wish to obtain some idea of the magnetization which might be responsible for 
the field in the three profiles. In order to do this, we just use the  inverse of the  
process outlined by equation 4. In other words, we divide the amplitude of each field 
spectral estimate by the Earth filter, remembering that  since we assume that  C is 
mi ty ,  the  magnetization amplitude will be a minimum estimate. The inverse of the 
Earth f i l ter  hsr a minim un at a r a n d  0.1 to a3 radians Am-' for a l l  reasonable models 
d a u s t a l  magnetizaticn, and so ampl i tude  of estimates with low a high 
wavenumbers become amplified more than & the amplitudes of the estimates of 
intemdiatc x~wenymbets.~ 
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When trying t o  obtain magnetization from magnetic field, it is obviously 
impossible to use a prolate spheroidal filter on the data  before taking a Fourier 
transform, because then the  resulting magnetization will also have the f i l ter  included 
i n  it. Comparison of Figures 3 wd 4 sugges?s tha t  it i s  impossible to obtain a good 
picture of the low wavenumber portion of the crustal field in the presence of the large 
core field by doing a simple Fourier analysis. We are therefore constrained t o  
removing the a r e  field before analysis. The regiorral fields removed were &ri=d 
from the IGRF. Figure 12 shows the a n m a l o u s  field for each profile af ter  having 
removed the regional (core) field. Figure 13 shows the Fourier spectrum of the three 
anomalous field signals. Cornparism between this figure and Figures 4 and 5 shows 
that  the  overall level of power is similar, except  for the large core  field signal which i s  
seen i n  Figures 4 and 5, but not in  Figure 13. We a r e  thus confident tha t  removal of 
the regional field has not resulted i n  any undesirable increase in  power at intermediate 
wavelengths. In any case, the filtering which we apply to the data before inversion, t o  
be &scribed below, will certainly take ca re  of any residual core field l e f t  af ter  
removing the regional fields. 
Another problem which has to be taken care  of is that the spectral estimates 
continue out t o  wavenumbers of about 1 radian-km-I for the l m g e r  p rof i l e  and about 
2 radiau.km-I for the TAG profile (eqivalent  t o  wavelengths of about 3 and 6 krn). 
When these amplitudes are mu1 tiplied by the  inverse Earth filter, they give very high 
amplitudes in the magnetization. The inverse Earth f i l ter  i s  about 6000 times as great 
at a wavenum ber of 2 radiw.km-' as i t  i s  at a wavenumber of CLl radians-krn-I f a  a 
crustal model in which the magnetization i s  limited *to a layer between 5 and 11 km 
from the observation level. This problem was f irst  recognized by Bott (1%7). Bott 
and Hutton (1970) used a matr ix  method t o  invert magnetic field observations t o  obtain 
magnetizations of blocks of crust of miform width. T k y  s b w e d  that  if the width of 
thc block Is  leu than about half of thc  depth to the  surface, then the magnetization 
oontrasts between individual blocks becomes very large, and no coherent pattern is 
produced. Thus resdudon  is limited to  a wavelength of about t h e  depth of tk ocean 
or  about 5 krn, corresponding t o  a wavenurn ber of a b u t  1.25. By studying the power 
spectrum of the field, it is possible t o  see that  at high wavenumbers the  spectrum 
flattens out, especially for  the TAG aqd EW Pacific data shown in Figure 4. It is 
thought tha t  this is where noise begins to predominate. For t h e  EW Pacific profile, t h e  
m i r  begirs at a wavenumber of about 1.0 r a d i a n s h - I .  In order t o  make sue that  
l i t t le  ad the observed signal associated with noise is used to generate spurious 
magnetization, no wavenumber above 1.0 was used in  the  inversion. 4 oosine taper 
was applied t o  wavenumbers between 0.5 and 1.0 radins.km-l, a l m g  the lines 
suggested by Schouten and McCamy (1 972). For t h e  lower wavenumber end, a similar 
scheme was adopted. In order to  makc sue that no a r e  field was involved i n  the 
magnetization, harmonics with wavenumbers less than 0.004 r a d i a s ~ m ; '  were not 
used at all. A cosine taper was applied t o  wavenumbers from this value to  twice thi; 
value. This band pass f i l ter  i s  very conservative, in the  sense that  we are definitely 
cutting off mnsiderable power generated in the  crust or upper mantle at either end. 
Magnetizations calculated in this way a r e  shown in Figure 14. We have chosen to  
use a crustal model in which the  whole of the a u s t  is magnetized. In other words, the  
depth of the top  of the magnetized bodies was assumed t o  be 5 km and their thickness 
was assumed to be 6 km. We must first emphasize that  this figure is somewhat 
schematic. For irutance, we have not phase shifted the harmonic aomponents. This 
means that  we are assuming that  the phase filter of Schouten and McCamy (1972) is 
epla l  t o  zero. 'That is, we assume that  the magnetization is  wrtically downward and 
that the regional field is also vertically downward. Also, the magnetizations are 
minim un mlues for the reasom discussed above. 
It can be seen from Figure 14 and Table 2 that the Atlmtic magnetizations are 
c o n J e b S y k y  thm-f Is. m _ a g n e t l z ~ d o r n . ~ o h t ~ n ~ ~ . P a c U s  . prof - #a. . - - -  This 4 - 
at fkst  si&t odd, as the power spectrum fa the Atlrntic anomalas field (Figure 1 I) 
looks about the same as the other two. However, since the profile is only about half 
the length, there are only about half the number of spectral estimates per wavenumber 
increment in the Attandc profiles as in the other two, and so when a magnetizabIon is 
reconstructed from the anomalous field, this becomes about half the size. This is 
disxosed in greater detail blow. 
The interesting point about this figure is the very largz magnetizations necessary 
to produce the observed magnetic anomaly if the source is confined to the oceanic 
-1 
crust. Peak values of sweral A.m are necessary. Table 2 shows average values of 
magnetization for each line. Another interesting thing about the figure is that the 
magnetizations ntcessary to cause the sea floor spreading anomalies (the s b r t  
wavelength wiggles which can be seen in Figure 14) are often smaller than the 
magnetizations necessary to cause the long wavelength anomalies. Thus, for the model 
described, the sea floor spreading anomalies are sometimes produced by magnetization 
contrasts which do not produce reversals af magnetization. Of course other models 
could be proposed for which this statement is not true. For imtance, the sea floor 
spreading armmalie could be modelled by a thin layer at t k  swface of thc oceanic 
crust, and the lang wavelength anomalies au ld  be caused by deeper sources within the 
crust arid mantle. 
If the thickness of the magnetized layer is smaller than the 6 km figure used to 
generate the profiles shown in Figure 14, then the magnetization will increase 
correspondingly. It can be shown that fa lcng wavelength features, the magnetization 
is inversely proportional to the thckness. I t  is also inckmndent of the death. ~rovided 
_ _ _. __- _ _____-- -  -r- _s-- -.- 
that thc depth IS not too great. These ap~roldmations are good providcd that zk i s  less 
t h  about 0.1 and and hk is less t h i n  about 0.4 (see equadon4 L Thus they are eut for 
much of the  langcr wavelength dgnal seen i n  F:,yre 12. Suppore f a  inrtance that  the 
r h P t w a v e l q g t h  sea f l o a  spreading rignal &e entirely from the  crust, and that  the 
langer w ~ ~ ~ l a r g t h  d m a l  came from a layer of serpentinized mantle which originally 
lay bdow t h e  Moho (Lewis and Syndsmm, 1977). Thus if this layer were 1 kn thick, 
thc magnetizatiar variation would have t o  be about six t i m e  that  show in Figure 12. 
An alternative way of producing m a l i e s  would be to have a layer of varying 
thidcnesss but CfmStMt magnetic susaptibil i ty,  carrying an induced magnetization 
produced by the  core field. This is an attractive hypothesis in some ways, because i t  
docs not require the serpentinitc t o  carry any coherent remanent magnctiza t on. Some 
serpendnites car have high valuer of susceptibility. - Fa instance, the  average 
susczptibility of the serpentinit- studied by Fox and Oplyke (1973) was 0.0415 (5.1). 
With such a susceptibility, and with a field strength of 50 uT, the  magnetization 
brcorna 1.65 Amo1. This i s  K r y  roughly erfrivalent t o  the l a g e s t  magnetizatims 
shown i n  F i g u e  12, and thus variations in thickness of about 6 km would have to exist 
for the . 3gnetic anomdies to be e g l a i n t d  by rocks of constant susocptibility. 
Altcrrradvely, the  r o c k  could vary in susceptibility, as not all sapent ini tes  have such 
a I x g t  susceptibility Get for instance the results gi=n by Irving &., 1970), but the 
total thickness of tk serpentinite layer of varying susceptibility wouid have to be 
about 6 km . 
The data presented by Lewis and Syndsman (1967) suggest that there i s  a low 
velocity zone at thc base of the  oceanic crust. Part of the evidence for this is a finite 
t ime  &lay between the critically refracted ray travelling thro%h layer 3, and the 
reflected ray from the Moho. For line 8, this delay is about 0.31 su, and this a l lom us 
to  calar la te  the thickness of the low v e l s i t y  tone if we a s s m e  that  it has a certain 
velocity. Simple calculations show that f w  an assumed velocity of 6.5 km.scc-I the 
act 
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layer Muld  hnve to be 1.84 km thick, md that f c r  n crruned velocity of 6 krn,sec-l 
ttm thickrier would drop to 1.3 kn. Judging from thc work of Saad (1969) and 
Hathertan (1967). the density at which partially serpentidzed peribtite becomes 
~fl-y-e- 1~ .w. a - 2.8 ~ g . p - 5 ~ 1 ~  . e i u m ~ y .  - -  . P=-v~ -- . w j a i t y  - -  . i s a - - - -  
between 5.5 and 6 km.aeco1 (C t i s t ema ,  1972). I t  therefore appears vllikaly thrt the 
time d a y s  memured by Lewis and Syndsmm (1967) permit a thick enough layer of 
serpentlnite at a l w  enough density to contrihte sipificantly to  the long wavelength 
potton of the magmtlcanornalics rnsasued over octmic basins. 
The Effect of Diunal Variation 
Divml wlatim of the Earth's f i J d  can be several tens of nT in amplitude, and 
occm over a wavdength equivalent to the distance a ship goes in a day, a about 
450 h. Thls is eqrivalcnt to a wavenumber of a014 radins.km-l, and is thus a 
potential sou= of error in thc wark described above, If there is  a significant 
component of external f icld s ipa l  in the low wavenumber portion of the record, then 
o u  values d magnetizatim may be too Nsfr, if we regard this external pottim as 
being caused by a variation of magnetization. We have checked the magnitude of this 
effect for the E W Pacific prof Ue and found it to be negligible. We took the magnetic 
f idd record f r m  Toolagi in castern Australia for the duration of the E W  suvey, 
taking into account the difference in longitudc between thc beginning and end pdnts of 
the suvey, and the station at Toolangi, which is at about the same latitude as the . 
s u v y .  We then digitized this record over 4096 equally spaced time intervals and did a 
fast Fourier transfarm m the resulting signal. W e  then assuned tha; th,: signal 
represents an external magnetic field collected at uniform intervals of distance along 
the EW Pacific suvey. This is not strictly true, because the ship did not go at a 
uniform sped, but fa pUpOS6 d seeing whether significant external power is  
present, it is  an acceptable method. Then the power of the Fouria trandarm a n  & 
rCpre~ented as a fvlctlm of wavenumhtr. The a1gind total field record from 
TodqA, a d  its power spectrun are shown in Figure 1% It cm be sccn that 
ds i f i can t  peaks art produced, there representing signals with a period of one day plus 
the ~ o n d  and third harmonla of this signal. These three peaks produce power which 
just owrlaps the lower levels of power ? h w n  fa the EW Pacific profile at the 
appropriate wavenunbers, but thc average power levd of the Todangi record is 
several factors of e less than that seen in the profile, msaning that there is little 
contribution from the external f idd  to the observed signal, a condusion also r e a c i d  
by Nomva (1979). 
Extrapolation t o  Satellite Altitudes -
The artificial satellite MACSAT is ch to  be larnched in late 1979, and i t  should 
provide a good opportunity to study thc spatial arrangement of the long wavdength 
magnetic anomalies. In order t o  determine the signal likely t o  be generated a t  the 
satdlite altitude, we have taken the observed field anomaly signals f ran  the three 
rof i la  and continued t k m  rpward to  350 km altitude, the approximate periklian 
distancx of MAGSAT. In doing this, we have had to assume :hat the anomalies are 
lineated perpendicular to the line of the profile, which is  nut necessarily true. One 
useful consequence of upward continuation is that it acts as a nice low pass filter, and 
allows us to see very easily the shape of the lcng wavelength signal. T b s e  upwardly 
continued fidds are shown in Figure 14, almg with th t  bathyrnetry along each profile, 
with various topographic f ea tues  marked aiang these depth profile. In doing these 
upward continuations we have rejected the first few harmonics and have applied a 
cosine taper to the next few, in much the same way as was done to generate 
magnetization value. This is a conservative approach, in that we haw probably 
rejected some of the crustal magnetization signal at the low wavenum ber end of the 
spectrum. Addition of more of the lower harmonics would increise the signal seen a: 
satellite altitudes considerably, as these lower harmonics a r e  not as attenuated as the  
higher ones. 
Discussion 
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In order t o  mderstand more fully w h a t 3  going on in these long wavelength 
magnetic profiles, we compare t h e  results from t a c h  of the  profiles. To do this most 
dfect ively ,  we have calculated total  power over each 0.05 radians/krn-I interval (or 
over each 0.02 radians.km-I interval below 0.1 radian.km-I). We have done this for 
three  different power spectra. Firstly, the power spectra shown in Figure 4 are 
plotted in Figure 17a. This is the power generated from the tota l  field signals, but we 
have not p!otted the power between 0 and 0.02 radiw.km-l, as this would be very 
high with respect t o  t h e  rest of t h e  power since it contains almost all of the core 
signal. The power generated from the  regional field (total field minus ICRF) a f t e r  
multiplying by t h e  +r prolate spheroidal window is shown in Figure 17b, and t h e  power 
from the  regional field with a box-car data window is shown in Figure 17c. The least  
squares regression lines of power against wavenumb& are  also shown. They have been 
calculated from 0.05 radians.km-I t o  where the  lines stop. The s l o p s  and intercepts 
of each of t h e  these lines are given in Table 3. There a re  significant changes In t h e  
power spectra for each type of treatment. The intercept for the EW Pacific profile 
decreases by 0.5, whereas tha t  for t h e  NS profile increases by t h e  same amount and 
that  for the  Atlantic profile stays very constant. There is a general tendency for the  
negative slope t o  decrease as well, giving more relative power at higher wavenumbers. 
The magnetization values were derived from the spectra shown in Figure 17c. 
Since the  NS and EW Pacific profiles have very similar power spectra i t  is not 
surprising that  they have similar RMS values of magnetization. The Atlantic profile 
has a spectrum which is about a factor of e less than t h e  two Pacific profiles, and so 
one would expect that  its RMS magnetization would be about 6 less than the  two 

confirms our hypothesis that the magnetization shown in Table 2 are minimum ones fc; 
the EW profile and maximum ones for the NS profile. 
Ihe 'Atlantic profile is everywhere perpendicular to the lineatiorrs where they 
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lineations occur over about half the length of the Atlantic profile, which is a slightly 
smaller percentage than for the EW Pacific profile, but not enough to  cause the factor 
o w  difference in power. A reason must be sought in the relationship of the lineations 
to  the dipole field during the time that the various portions of the ciceanic crust were 
being created, and on the geometry of the lineations with respect t o  the field. 
Magnetizations running parallel t o  the lineations have no effect on the  external field, 
except at fracture zones. So we must calculate the component of field within a plane 
perpendicular t o  the horizontal direction of lineation. If we make the assumptions that 
the aver6ge paleolatitude of the TAG profile is ZPN, and that the average declination 
of lineation with respect to the paleolongitude at the time of formation of the 
lineation is 30°, then the component of field in this plane is 0.959, for an equatorial 
field of mity. If the average paleolatitude of the EW Pacific profile is 40°s, and the 
average declination is lo0, then the oomponent of field in the plane is 1.292 or a factor 
of 1.347 higher than for the Atlantic profile. Since lineations cover two thirds of the 
EW Pacific profile and only one half of the Atlantic profile, there is another factor is 
1.333 t o  take into account, resulting in an overall factor of 1.8, which is quite close t o  a 
the Gdeduced from Figure 17c. 
Another result of some interest is also illustrated in Figure 17a. This is that the 
wavenumber a t  which each of the profiles begins to  show noise is different. The lines 
on the figure represent the best fitting line to the power estimates starting at 0.05 
radians.km-' and going up to the highest wavenumber for which the power continues to  
fall on a straight line. This occurs a t  a wavenumber of 0.8 radians.km-I for the EW 
Pacific profile. For the NS Pacific profile, this level is not reached, as there is no 
tendency for the slope of power as a f mctim of wavenumber t o  f lat ten out. Not a l l  
tk points for the Atlantic profile are plotted in Figure17a. Since the field 
measuements  are more closely spaced i n  the  Atlantic profile than in  the t w o  Pacific 
prof2 es the  power estimate continue t o  higher wavenunbers. But tk values of power 
above 12 r a d i a r r h - I  average about 0.5, and so it is d e a r  that  1.2 radians.krn-I 
marks the point at which n d s e  s tar ts  tc predominate. We are unable t o  explain why 
this is a factor  50% greater than a similar point for the E W Pacific profile. Noise 
starts to predominate at a slightly highw wavenunber f o -  the  other two spectra of the 
EW Pacific profile (Figures 1% and 17cZ 
C a n c l ~ m s  
F r a  an analysis of three  lcng total  magnetic field profiles taken over ocean 
basins, and from a consideration of previously published material, it is found tha t  there 
is a s i e i f i c a n t  sig~lal  in  the  wavelength range of 1500 to 150 km. This is  too short a 
wavelength to be caused by tk core field, whi& becomes insignificant at about a 
wavelength of 1500 krn; this intermediate wavelength signal i s  not caused by a typical 
sea floor spreading process, which should give maximum power in the  wavelength 
region about 50 km, It  has been shown that  the external magnetic field contributes 
very l i t t le  t o  thisintermediate wavelength signal. Efforts t o  explain the cause of this 
s i s a l  have so  far failed. I t  appears unlikely that  i t  could be caused entirely by crustal 
rocks, as the magnetization needed is too high. Likewise. it cannot be caused by a thin 
serpentinized layer a t  the base of the a u s t ,  because the combination of thickness and 
seismic velocity of thislayer do not permit i t  to  have a large enough magnetization or 
magnetic susceptibility. The intermediate wavelength signal should be capable of 
being m eas ured by MA GSA T, which will then give a picture of the  spatial arrangement 
of the intermediate wavelength anomalies, and hopefully a clue as t o  t k i r  origin. 
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Figure Captions 
1. Locations of magnetic profiles. The EW Pacific profile is approximately 
11,000 km I-. The NS Pacific profile is approximately 13,000 h long. The 
--  -- 
- ~ttnir~~~&eorni% rrmimtifi,- *-- .--:A -- _ __ -... _ - _ - -  
2. Total magnetic field recorded alcng the three profiles. In this a d  in other 
diagrams af magnetic field, the  TAG profile is plotted from NW t o  SE (left to  
right), the E W  Pacific is  plotted with west on the left  and the NS Pacific is 
plotted with south t o  the left. 
3. Power spectrum of total magnetic field far the thee profiles. The power is  in 
(nn2. 
4. Powerspectrumoftotalmagneticfieldforthethreeprofilesafterapplicationof 
a 4r prolate spheroidal f i lkr .  
5. Firstfewpower~timatesfromFigure4plottedonanexpandedabscissascale. 
6. Pasition of the maxirnun value of the Earth filter as a f mction of depth to  top, 
and thickness of the magnetized layer. 
7. Power spectra for magnetizations generated by reversals of the field following a 
Poisson distribution. Examplesfor different combinations of spreading rate and 
reversal rate are shown. The parameter s is  the average number of lan/reversal, 
obtained by dividing the spreading rate (kmfmy) by the reversal rate (per my). 
The spectra are normalized t o  unity a t  zero wavenumber. a 
8. Power spectrum for Poisson (K = I )  and renewal (K = 2) processes. 
9. Cmtributim t o  RMS field intensity for each degree of spherical harmonic. Two 
representations are  shown (Barraclough e t  al., 1975; Peddie and Fabiano, 1976). 
They both give the same value t o  within the size of the symbols far degrees of 
harmonic less than 9. 
Thtoret ial  power spectrum f a  a combination of a r e  field and a aus ta l  field 
caused by reversals of magnetizatim. Two ctustal field models are shown, for 
different reversal rates (d, spreading rates (s) and thicknesses of magnetized 
- -tgkaL ldb- I!F dcp* t o  the-top of=*. _ n t h e e e 9 _ e r  r, _ _ . - - - -- -- -- - - 
Comparison between theoretical power spectra for crustal sources and the 
observed spectrun f rorn the E W Pacific profile. The full smooth c u v e  is for a 
reversal rate of 3.my-', a spreading rate of 30 krnmy-l, a top depth of 5 km a d  
-1 
a bottom depth of 11 km. The dashed line is fa a reversal rate of 4.my , a 
spreading rate of 25 hay-', a top depth of 5 krn n d  a bottom &pth of 5.5 krn. 
All dree spectra were made t o  agree a t  a wavenumber of a 1 5  radias .h- l .  
Anomalous fields along each profile. 
Power spectra for the three profiles after removing a regional field, whih  is 
slpposed t o  represent the core field. 
Magnetization for each profile. 
Total magnetic field recorded at Toolangi and its power spectrum. 
Magnetic anomalies continued lpward to  350 km . Topographic profiles are also 
shown. 
Awlage power per radiankn-I for each of the profiles. Power h s  been 
calculated at intervals of 0.05 radish-I (or 0.02 radian.km-l a t  the low 
wavenumber end of the spectrum). Note that there are offsets of the power in 
each of the thee figures, to separate the three spectra. (a) Power spectrum 
from total field multiplied by 4n sphercidal data window. (b) Power spectrum 
from anomalous field multiplied by 4r spheroidal data window. (c) Power 
spectrum from anomalous field. 
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Slopes of p a w e  spectra. 
- --. 
S tandar d 
- -  - 2  - 
-.- - -  - 
Warmumber Rnp 
- ProbUi'-"' Slope, - 1 -  - - . .  - . . ' -- 1.-.-- Err*, 
- radiks .km krn - h*- --- - 
-- - 
Atlmtic, TAG 0.008 - 0.907 8.02 
O*W8 - 1.006 - 8.21 0.17 
O*W8 - 1.106 - 8.45 0.15 
0.008 - 1.206 0.13 Pacific, EW 0.0047 - 0.471 - 8.59 0.12 
- 10.25 0.0047 - 0.558 0.48 
-10.31 0.0047 - 0 . a ~  0.36 
-10.00 0.0047 - 0.732 0.29 9.68 
O o O O 4 7  - 0.820 0.24 Pacific, NS 0.0038 - 0.520 - 9.74 0.20 
-10.31 ' 
0.0038 - 0.614 0.33 
- 9.72 O*OOf8 - 0.708 0.24 
- 9.78 0.0338 - 0.801 0.19 
- 9.93 0.16 
Table 2 
A ~ r a g e  values of rnyet lzat ion f cr a c h  line. 
magnetization, magnetization, I 
-L 
Line - ~ . m ~ '  A.m 
Atlatic, TAG 
Pacific, EW 
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